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PREMIUM MATERIALS.
INNOVATIVE DESIGN.
INCLUSIVE SIZING.
When we started White Bear Clothing Company
in 1993, we started with a few select items we could
feel good about. We may have expanded our line
since then, but our goal has remained the same:
Make good stuff and do it better than anyone else.

With up to 18 sizes available, we make it easy to fit
everyone without additional cost concerns. It might
sound like a simple approach...but our apparel?
It’s suited for the long haul.

an impressive size range
XXS–6XLT

never an upcharge

Contrast mesh collar provides
comfort, performance & style

PERFORMANCE
PULLOVER
4650

#5 YKK main zipper with rubber
zipper pull for easy grip

Moisture-wicking performance
fabric keeps you dry

Dual front pockets secured with
YKK zippers with fabric pulls

the GARMENT YOU

REACH FOR FIRST

				

...and most

Royal/Black (ROB)

Charcoal/Black (CHB)

Forest/Black (FOB)
Black/Charcoal (BLC)
Red/Black (REB)
Navy/Charcoal (NAC)
Dark Maroon/Black (DMB)

Performance/Semi-fitted
XXS-6XL, LT-6XLT

100% polyester moisture-wicking performance
knit shell with microfleece inside

LIGHTWEIGHT & COMFORTABLE

CONVENIENCE

Lightweight soft-shell performance knit fabric
(160gr/m2) is 100% moisture-wicking polyester
and lined with microfleece inside to keep you
dry. The open bottom hem gives you freedom
to move comfortably.

Two roomy front pockets with YKK zippers
and fabric pulls ensure you can take your
belongings with you worry-free.
DESIGNED FOR YOU

Shoulder and back seams are ergonomically
located for fit, function, and easy decoration.
Blaze Orange (BLO)

SAFETY COLORS
High visibility meets high quality. Our Blaze Orange
(blo) and Safety Green (sfg) colors comply with safety
standards for on-the-job performance and comfort.

Safety Green (SFG)

whitebearclothing.com

LARGE (L)

Chest Circumference

49"

Center Back Length

28.5"

LARGE TALL (LT)

Chest Circumference

49"

Center Back Length

30.5"

*Sleeves 2" longer
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PERFORMANCE FULL-ZIP

PERFORMANCE HOODIE

4660

4670

Contrast mesh inside
collar for comfort and
performance

1/4-zip pullover style

High quality full-length
YKK #5 zipper with rubber pull

#5 YKK main zipper with rubber
zipper pull for easy grip

Charcoal/Black (CHB)

Moisture-wicking performance
fabric keeps you dry

Moisture-wicking
performance fabric
keeps you dry

Open bottom hem
for comfort

Navy/Charcoal (NAC)

Open bottom hem
for comfort

Performance/Semi-fitted
XXS-6XL, LT-6XLT

100% polyester moisture wicking performance
knit shell with microfleece inside

Performance/Semi-fitted | XXS-6XL, LT-6XLT
Black/Charcoal (BLC)

SOFT-SHELL COMFORT

Lightweight soft-shell performance knit fabric (160gr/m ) is
100% moisture-wicking polyester with microfleece inside to
keep you comfortable and dry.
CONVENIENCE

A GREAT FIT & EASY CUSTOMIZATION
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BREATHABLE COMFORT

Chest Circumference

49"

Center Back Length

28.5"

49"

Center Back Length

28.5"

Chest Circumference

49"

Center Back Length

30.5"

Lightweight soft-shell performance knit fabric (160gr/m2) is
100% moisture-wicking polyester with microfleece inside to
keep you comfortable and dry.
CONVENIENCE & STYLE

Chest Circumference

49"

Center Back Length

30.5"

*Sleeves 2" longer

LARGE TALL (LT)
LARGE (L)

Chest Circumference

LARGE TALL (LT)

Charcoal/Black (CHB)

Two roomy front pockets with YKK zippers and fabric pulls
ensure you can take your belongings with you worry-free.

Shoulder and back seams are ergonomically located for fit,
function, and easy decoration.

100% polyester moisture wicking performance knit shell with microfleece inside

LARGE (L)

2

Black/Charcoal (BLC)

Take your belongings with you worry-free in the two front
pockets secured with YKK zippers and fabric pulls. Contrast
mesh hood lining elevates style while ensuring breathability.
DESIGNED FOR YOU

Shoulder and back seams are ergonomically located for fit,
function, and easy decoration.

Navy/Charcoal (NAC)

*Sleeves 2" longer
white bear clothing company

whitebearclothing.com
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1/4-zip pullover style
uses #5 YKK zipper with
easy-grip rubber pull

CAMO PULLOVER
4651

Mesh-lined hood designed
to blend with camo print

CAMO HOODIE
4671

Performance/Semi-fitted
XXS-6XL, LT-6XLT

Performance fabric
resists water & wind
for outdoor comfort

100% polyester knitted shell bonded
with microfleece inside for water and
wind resistance

Shadow Grass Blades (SGB)

LIGHT & FUNCTIONAL

Lightweight soft-shell bonded
performance knit fabric (220 gr/m2)
is lined with microfleece for resistance
to water and wind.

Dual front pockets secured
with YKK zippers and
fabric pulls

Break-Up Infinity (BUI)

CAMO-CONSCIOUS CONVENIENCE

All materials and accessories, such as YKK zippers
and fabric pulls on the two roomy front pockets, are
expertly coordinated to blend with the camo print.
DESIGNED FOR EASE

Shoulder and back seams are ergonomically located
for fit, function, and easy decoration.

LARGE (L)

Open bottom hem
for comfort & easy
movement

LARGE TALL (LT)

Chest Circumference

49"

Chest Circumference

49"

Center Back Length

28.5"

Center Back Length

30.5"

Break-Up Infinity (BUI)

Full-length zipper
blends effortlessly
with camo print

Performance/Semi-fitted | XXS-6XL, LT-6XLT

*Sleeves 2" longer

100% polyester knitted shell bonded with microfleece inside for water and wind resistance

CAMO FULL ZIP

CAMO-CONSCIOUS
CONVENIENCE

Lightweight soft-shell bonded
All materials and accessories, such as
performance knit fabric (220 gr/m2)
YKK zippers and fabric pulls on the two is lined with microfleece for water
front pockets, are expertly coordinated and wind resistance.
to blend with the camo print.

4661
Our Camo Full-Zip jacket sports the same high-quality,
high-performance features and measurements as our
Camo Pullover but with a full-length #5 YKK zipper.

LARGE (L)
Break-Up Infinity (BUI)

Performance/Semi-fitted
XXS-6XL, LT-6XLT

100% polyester knitted shell bonded with microfleece
inside for water and wind resistance

LIGHT & FUNCTIONAL

DESIGNED FOR EASE

Shadow Grass Blades (SGB)
Shadow Grass Blades (SGB)

Shoulder and back seams are
ergonomically located for fit, function,
and easy decoration.

Chest Circumference

49"

Center Back Length

28.5"

LARGE TALL (LT)

Chest Circumference

49"

Center Back Length

30.5"

*Sleeves 2" longer
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HEAVYWEIGHT HOODIE

Ultra-soft
fleece lining
for comfort

1000

MADE for the
		 LONG HAUL

3-inch zipper for
easy-on, easy-off

Sueded cotton/poly blend
fabric for high-quality feel

Hidden security/cell phone
pocket with eyelet for
cord escape

Relaxed Fit
XXS-6XL, LT-6XLT

Luxurious sueded 70% cotton / 30% polyester,
11oz/yrd2 3-end fleece
ULTRA COMFORT

Our luxurious sueded material offers supreme
comfort and durability. 3-inch YKK zipper allows
for easy on/off.

Kelly Green (KEL)

CONVENIENCE

Pouch pocket contains a security/cell phone
section inside with an eyelet for cord escape.
LARGE (L)

LARGE TALL (LT)

Chest Circumference

51"

Chest Circumference

51"

Center Back Length

29.5"

Center Back Length

31.5"

MAKE IT YOURS

A spectrum of 15 colors makes finding the perfect
shade a breeze. And with 18 available sizes, this
hoodie is sure to be a favorite—you might want
one in every hue!

*Sleeves 2" longer

Dark Maroon (DMR)

Forest (FOR)

Gold (GLD)

Navy (NAV)

Maroon (MAR)

Chocolate (CHO)

Royal (ROY)

Purple (PUR)

White (WHT)

whitebearclothing.com

Sawdust (SAW)

Black (BLK)

Red (RED)

Charcoal (CHR)

Athletic Heather (ATH)
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Front V-Notch at collar

HEAVYWEIGHT
FULL-ZIP HOODIE

HEAVYWEIGHT CREW
1500

1200

Athletic Heather (ATH)

Forest (FOR)

Sueded cotton/poly blend
fabric for high-quality feel

Full-length #5 YKK main
zipper with easy-grip
rubber pull

Sueded cotton/poly blend
fabric for high-quality feel

Black (BLK)
Black (BLK)

Hidden security/cell phone
pocket with eyelet for
cord escape

Rib-knit side
panels, cuffs,
and neck band
Athletic Heather (ATH)

Red (RED)

Relaxed Fit
XXS-6XL, LT-6XLT

Relaxed Fit
XXS-6XL, LT-6XLT

Luxurious sueded 70% cotton / 30% polyester,
11oz/yrd2 3-end fleece

ULTRA COMFORT

Our luxurious sueded material offers supreme comfort and
durability. Full-length YKK zipper allows for easy on/off
and adjustment.
CONVENIENCE

Pocket contains a security/cell phone section inside with
an eyelet for cord escape.
WARMTH & PERFORMANCE

Charcoal (CHR)

LARGE (L)

Navy (NAV)

Chest Circumference

51"

Center Back Length

29.5"

51"

Center Back Length

31.5"

Forest (FOR)

*Sleeves 2" longer

Our luxurious sueded material offers supreme comfort and
durability. Side and shoulder seams are set with cover stitching.

white bear clothing company

Navy (NAV)

LARGE (L)

Chest Circumference

51"

Center Back Length

29.5"

Chest Circumference

51"

STREAMLINED FUNCTION

Center Back Length

31.5"

whitebearclothing.com

Red (RED)

LARGE TALL (LT)

Cuffs, hem, and side panels are rib-knit for fit and flexibility.
A front V-notch and back half-moon patch complete the look.
For those looking to forgo the hood, our heavyweight crew is
the perfect streamlined option for warmth and durability.

Whether you’re on the construction site or walking the dog,
beat the chill of early mornings with the warmth of our sueded
heavyweight fabric and hood.
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LUXURIOUS & DURABLE

THOUGHTFUL CONSTRUCTION

LARGE TALL (LT)

Chest Circumference

Luxurious sueded 70% cotton / 30% polyester,
11oz/yrd2 3-end fleece

Charcoal (CHR)

*Sleeves 2" longer
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HEAVYWEIGHT PANT

MICROFIBER WIND SHIRT

Yoko rib-knit collar,
cuffs, and hem for
comfort & flexibility

8000

5150

Right front pocket
features an internal
coin pouch

Navy & Black color options
offer a choice between
Putty or Solid collar detail

Navy/Putty (NAV)

Navy/Navy (NAN)

Black/Putty (BLP)

Black/Black (BLB)

Athletic Heather (ATH)

3-needle elasticized
waistband with draw
cord for fit & comfort

Loden/Black (LOD)

2 side-seam pockets
secured with YKK zippers
Luxurious sueded material
for durable comfort

Relaxed Fit
XS-5XL, LT-4XLT

Black (BLK)

Soft-touch microfiber shell is
wind and water resistant

Peached polyester microfiber shell,
wind and water resistant
PREMIUM PERFORMANCE & COMFORT

Our peached microfiber is wind and water resistant to keep you
comfortable and dry, with mesh-lined body and nylon-lined sleeves.
Relaxed Fit
XXS-3XL
Short, Regular, Tall
Luxurious sueded 70% cotton / 30% polyester,
11oz/yrd2 3-end fleece

FIT & COMFORT

Sueded fabric makes for a luxurious, high-quality feel in any
size or length. Elasticized waistband with draw cord ensures
a secure, adjustable fit.
POCKETS & MORE

Two convenient side pockets make carrying your essentials
a breeze. The right pocket features an internal coin pouch.

THOUGHTFUL CONSTRUCTION

LARGE SHORT (LS)

Waist Circumference

36"

Inseam

30"

Cuffs, hem, and neck band are Yoko rib-knit for comfort and flexibility.
Two side-seam pockets with YKK zippers ensure you can carry your
belongings securely.

Forest/Putty (FOR)

Atlantic Blue/Ivory (ATL)

A PERENNIAL FAVORITE

LARGE REGULAR (LR)

Waist Circumference

36"

Inseam

32"

This multi-purpose garment is a continual favorite, with uses across
many recreational, corporate, and workforce employee programs.
LARGE (L)

LARGE TALL (LT)

LARGE TALL (LT)

Waist Circumference

36"

Chest Circumference

54"

Chest Circumference

54"

Inseam

34"

Center Back Length

28"

Center Back Length

30"

*Sleeves 2" longer
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Banana/Navy (BAN)
Burgundy/Putty (BUR)

white bear clothing company

whitebearclothing.com

Royal/Black (ROY)
Red/Black (RED)

Putty/Navy (PUT)

Charcoal/Black (CHR)
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SOFT SHELL
JACKET

Chin guard and internal wind
flap along zipper provide
comfort and wind resistance

Chin guard and internal wind
flap along zipper provide
comfort and wind resistance

4600

WOMENS
SOFT SHELL JACKET
4700

Large #8 YKK zipper
with rubber pull for
easy grip

Large #8 YKK zipper
with rubber pull for
easy grip
Pleated sleeves for
an articulated fit

Pleated sleeves for
an articulated fit
Black (BLK)

Partial elastic
cuffs offer
semi-fit comfort

Partial elastic cuffs
offer semi-fit comfort
Royal (ROY)

Open bottom with
shock cord adjustment

Dual front pockets
secured with YKK zippers
with fabric pulls

Relaxed Fit | S–6XL, LT–6XLT

Black (BLK)

Heavy 375gr/m2, 100% polyester woven shell bonded with microfleece inside
for water and wind resistance
PERFORMANCE & COMFORT

Our heavy woven polyester shell is bonded with soft
microfleece inside for water and wind resistance.
A mesh front lining covers all internal seams and
pocket bags.
DESIGNED FOR THE WEARER

Take your belongings with you worry-free in two
front pockets secured with YKK zippers and fabric
pulls. Pleated sleeves allow an articulated fit, while
partial elastic cuffs provide semi-fit comfort.

Open bottom with
shock cord adjustment

LARGE (L)

Chest Circumference

51"

Center Back Length

29.5"

Charcoal (CHR)

Heavy 375gr/m2, 100% polyester woven
shell bonded with microfleece inside
for water and wind resistance

LARGE TALL (LT)

Chest Circumference

51"

Center Back Length

31.5"

PERFORMANCE & COMFORT

Relaxed Fit
XS–2XL

*Sleeves 2" longer

MEDIUM (M)
Navy (NAV)

CUSTOMIZATION MADE SIMPLE

Chest Circumference

42"

Center Back Length

27"

Shoulder and back seams are ergonomically located
for fit, function, and easy decoration.
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Our heavy woven polyester shell is bonded with soft
microfleece inside for water and wind resistance.
A mesh front lining covers all internal seams and
pocket bags.
DESIGNED FOR THE WEARER

Charcoal (CHR)

Take your belongings with you worry-free in the two
front pockets secured with YKK zippers and fabric pulls.
Pleated sleeves allow an articulated fit, while partial elastic
cuffs provide semi-fit comfort.
EASILY PERSONALIZED

Shoulder and back seams are ergonomically located for
fit, function, and easy decoration.
white bear clothing company

whitebearclothing.com

Navy (NAV)
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Anti-pill heavyweight
fleece lining offers durable
warmth & comfort

3-SEASON JACKET

3-piece fleece-lined hood
for warmth & comfort

4040
Soft finish for more
comfort in cold weather

Anti-pill heavyweight
fleece lining offers durable
warmth & comfort

3-SEASON
HOODED JACKET
4050

Red/Navy (RED)

Black/Black (BLB)

Quilted lining in sleeves for
added warmth

Black/Charcoal (BLC)

Kangaroo pockets with
riveted stress points for
added durability, plus
secondary inside hook &
loop closure security pocket

Black/Charcoal (BLC)

Charcoal/Black (CHR)

Dark Maroon/Black (DMR)

Inside right
chest zipper
pocket and inside
left chest cell
phone/welt pocket

Navy/Charcoal (NAC)

#5 YKK main zipper with
rubber pull for easy grip and
internal wind flap for warmth

Forest/Navy (FOR)

Rib knit cuffs & hem band
provide a secure fit
Elastic/hook & loop cuff opening
for a precise, adjustable fit

Relaxed Fit
S–6XL, LT–6XLT

Navy/Charcoal (NAV)

Relaxed Fit
XXS–6XL, LT–6XLT

330D nylon water resistant shell, 450 gr/16 oz polyester anti-pill heavyweight fleece lining
HIGH-PERFORMANCE FOR YOU

A water-resistant shell, anti-pill heavyweight fleece lining, plus quilted lining in sleeves
ensure a warm, high-performing jacket. An inside right chest zipper pocket, inside left
chest cell phone/welt pocket, and 2 outside zippered pockets give you secure options
when you take your belongings with you.

Royal/Navy (ROY)
LARGE (L)

Chest Circumference

54"

Center Back Length

28.5"

LARGE TALL (LT)

Chest Circumference

54"

Center Back Length

30.5"

*Sleeves 2" longer
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WEATHER THE ELEMENTS

Our added soft finish to our water-resistant shell grants more comfort in cold weather.
Rib-knit cuffs and hem provide a secure fit, and the anti-pill microfleece lining is
luxurious and warm.
A CLASSIC THAT DOESN’T CUT CORNERS

This industry classic is a perpetual favorite. Its traditional design, premium materials,
and quality workmanship place it miles ahead of the competition.
white bear clothing company

330D nylon water resistant shell,
450 gr/16 oz polyester anti-pill
heavyweight fleece lining
LARGE (L)

Chest Circumference

54"

Center Back Length

31.5"

LARGE TALL (LT)

Chest Circumference

54"

Center Back Length

33.5"

*Sleeves 2" longer
whitebearclothing.com

PERFORMANCE & CONVENIENCE

A water-resistant shell, anti-pill heavyweight fleece lining, plus quilted lining
in sleeves ensure a warm, high-performing jacket. An inside right chest zipper
pocket, inside left chest cell phone/welt pocket, and outer kangaroo pockets
give you convenient options for securely taking your belongings with you.
ADJUSTMENTS WHERE YOU NEED THEM

Elastic/hook and loop cuffs allow for a precise, adjustable fit. Thigh-length open
bottom hem features a shock cord for easy adjustment.
WARMTH & UTILITY

Based on our classic 3-season jacket, this garment offers a hood and longer length
for warmth with added utility for function. The open bottom hem allows for
unrestricted movement.
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HYBRID JACKET

Soft-shell sleeves
contrast the quilted
body without bulkiness

4800

WOMENS
HYBRID JACKET

Sleek quilted nylon body
is water-resistant and
reinforced to prevent tearing

4900

Sleek quilted nylon
body is water-resistant
and reinforced to
prevent tearing

Soft-shell sleeves contrast
the quilted body without
adding bulk

#5 YKK main
zipper features
full-length
reflective tape
for visibility

Black/Black (BLB)

Black/Black (BLB)

Cuffs feature thumb holes
for convenience

Adjustable hook
& loop cuffs for
precise fit

#5 YKK main zipper features
full-length reflective tape
for visibility

Semi-fitted
S–6XL, LT–6XLT

Body: 20D, .08mm 100% nylon quilted
mini-Ripstop , water resistant
Sleeves: 90% polyester/10% elastance
100D 4-side stretch bonded microfleece,
soft shell
Lining: 210T taffeta

Semi-Fitted
XXS–4XL, LT–3XLT

STREAMLINED PERFORMANCE

EASY CUSTOMIZATION

The nylon mini-Ripstop body is damage-resistant
and quilted with polyfill for lightweight comfort.
The four-way stretch soft-shell sleeves make
movement a breeze, complete with adjustable
hook and loop cuffs for a precise fit.

Embroidery access zipper allows for easy
customization.

FEATURES DESIGNED FOR YOU

Carry your belongings securely with an inside
right chest zipper pocket with cord escape, an
inside right mesh stuff-it pocket, an inside left
chest welt pocket, and 2 front pockets with YKK
zippers and pulls. The main zipper boasts fulllength reflective tape for visibility.

LARGE (L)

Chest Circumference

50"

Center Back Length

30"

Body: 20D, .08mm 100% nylon quilted
mini-Ripstop , water resistant
Sleeves: 90% polyester/10% elastance
100D 4-side stretch bonded microfleece,
Soft Shell
Lining: 210T taffeta

LARGE TALL (LT)

Chest Circumference

50"

Center Back Length

32"

*Sleeves 2" longer

STREAMLINED PERFORMANCE

The nylon mini-Ripstop body is damage-resistant and quilted
with polyfill for lightweight comfort. The four-way stretch
soft-shell sleeves reduce bulk and make movement a breeze,
with cuffs featuring thumb holes.
FEATURES DESIGNED FOR YOU

Carry your belongings securely with an inside right chest
zipper pocket with cord escape, an inside right mesh stuff-it
pocket, an inside left chest welt pocket, and 2 front pockets
with YKK zippers and pulls. The #5 YKK main zipper boasts
full-length reflective tape for visibility.

LARGE (L)

Chest Circumference

44"

Center Back Length

27"

LARGE TALL (LT)

Chest Circumference

44"

Center Back Length

29"

*Sleeves 2" longer

EASY CUSTOMIZATION

Embroidery access zipper allows for easy customization.
20
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CHORE COAT

Printed flannel
blanket lining for
3-season comfort

Corduroy collar
Shoulder gussets for
a non-restrictive fit

4540

BLANKET
DUCK JACKET
4430

Durable #10 Brass YKK
2-way zipper

Full-length #7 brass
YKK zipper for durability

Shoulder gussets &
pleated sleeves for an
articulated fit

Spice (SPC)

2 front welt pockets
for easy access

2 large exterior and
interior pockets

Spice (SPC)

Black (BLK)

Recessed
rib-knit cuffs for
warmth

Jacket & hood
sold separately

SNAP-OFF HOOD

Oversized Fit
S–6XL, LT–6XLT

OPTIONAL — 4500

Black (BLK)
Navy (NAV)
Spice (SPC)

12 oz sanded and washed cotton duck, water resistant
WARMTH & COMFORT

Heavy polyfill insulation throughout, brushed tricot body
lining, and nylon sleeve lining make for a comfortable,
durable fit.
DURABLE FABRIC

LARGE (L)

Black (BLK)

Chest Circumference

56"

Center Back Length

31"

12 oz sanded and washed cotton duck,
water resistant

Navy (NAV)

Chest Circumference

56"

Center Back Length

33"

*Sleeves 2” longer
white bear clothing company

WARMTH & DURABILITY

Our cotton duck exterior is durable and water-resistant. The printed
flannel blanket lining offers 3-season comfort no matter the weather.
THOUGHTFUL CONSTRUCTION

Chest Circumference

51"

Center Back Length

28"

LARGE TALL (LT)
LARGE TALL (LT)

CONVENIENT CUSTOMIZATION
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Generous/Relaxed Fit
XXS–6XL, LT–6XLT

LARGE (L)

Our 12-ounce sanded and washed cotton duck is
durable and water resistant.

Embroidery access zipper allows for access to right and
left chest and full back. There are no seams on the back.

Open bottom hem
for comfort

Chest Circumference

51"

Center Back Length

30"

Gusseted shoulders and an open bottom hem create an unrestrictive fit
that won’t hamper movement. Snaps allow for a precise fit at the cuff.
Front welt pockets and two interior pockets ensure you can take your
belongings with you.
EASILY PERSONALIZED

Lowered inside pockets leave room for embroidery. In addition,
there is no center back seam.

*Sleeves 2" longer
whitebearclothing.com
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Quilted 3-piece hood
construction for a warm,
comfortable fit

COTTON DUCK
HOODED JACKET
4440

Heavy polyfill insulation
throughout for warmth

2 large exterior and
interior pockets to carry
your belongings with you

Moss (MOS)

Spice (SPC)

GEAR that
WORKS AS HARD
				
as YOU DO

Oversized Fit
S–6XL, LT–6XLT

Heavy-duty rib-knit cuffs
and hem for a secure fit
Black (BLK)

12 oz Sanded and Washed Cotton Duck,
Water Resistant
WARMTH & COMFORT

Heavy polyfill insulation throughout, brushed tricot body lining, and nylon
sleeve lining make for a comfortable, durable fit.
HEAVY DUTY & DURABLE

Navy (NAV)
LARGE (L)

Our 12-ounce Sanded and Washed Cotton Duck, complete with a heavyduty #10 YKK main zipper, is durable and water resistant. The rib-knit cuffs
and hem ensure a secure fit.

Chest Circumference

56"

Center Back Length

29"

CONVENIENT CUSTOMIZATION

Chest Circumference

56"

Center Back Length

31"

Embroidery access zipper allows for access to right and left chest & full back.
There are no seams on the back.

whitebearclothing.com

LARGE TALL (LT)

*Sleeves 2" longer
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For pricing and additional information, please contact
your authorized White Bear Clothing Dealer.

White Bear Clothing is available
through our authorized network of:
AD SPECIALTY DISTRIBUTORS
DECORATORS

Embroiderers, Screen Printers, etc.
RETAILERS
SPORTING GOODS / TEAM DEALERS
UNIFORM SUPPLIERS

your authorized white bear clothing dealer
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